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Dear reader 

Because of Ukraine, I have been sending the recent porridges to all Morning Porridge Subscribers.
You can receive it daily into your inbox if you subscribe for Silver Membership – a mere £10 per month
to cover the Mailchimp service. Or you can pick up for free on the website. Normal service resumes
next week.

Bill

Blain’s Morning Porridge 25 Feb 2022 – Hold the Narrative and Win the Game of Risk

“[The lie] must confine itself to a few points and repeat them over and over. Here, as so often in this 
world, persistence is the first and most important requirement for success.”

This Morning: The World has changed and changed utterly – although we may not realise it yet. We 
are likely on course for massive disruption, inflation, rising geopolitical crisis and uncertainty, and a 
high probability of stagflation. But – don’t tell anyone. 

Anyone for a choc-ice? 

The world changed yesterday. Markets did not.

Despite the first major war in Europe for nearly 80 years, we got a “buy the news” stock recovery. Oil
prices spiked, and a general shunting of the Russian Invasion into the “oh, that’s unusual” bucket of
the trading day. But the consequences will be massive.

Maybe stocks rose on buy-the-dip, or because markets expect Western Central Banks will keep
monetary policy accommodative – putting off rate hikes – to ease concerns. Or maybe it was because
Biden didn’t hit Russian energy with sanctions, or that European nations are loath to let him ditch
Russia from Swift? Whatever – markets are coping, playing the immediate nuances of the news.
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For the next 10-14 days – for that is how long it will likely take Russia to subjugate Ukraine – it will be
wall to wall coverage. Already some fatigue with the streets of Kyiv is setting in. Our shock, horror and
outrage will continue to be blunted – and by the time it’s over, other topics will be filling the screens.

Probably these other things will be surging inflation, soaring food prices, unimaginable energy bills,
tensions in the Taiwan straights, and Europe bickering across every imaginable policy decision. For the
next few years expect horror reports about brave Ukraine resistance fighters being massacred – or
terrorists being dealt with if you watch Sputnik TV.

The reality is the world fundamentally changed yesterday:

There are the obvious issues; prolonged inflation for longer. We’re all aware that food prices will be
impacted long-term. Russia is a major supplier of fertilisers, Ukraine is the number one sunflower seed
producer, no 2 in Wheat and massive across agricultural commodities. (Some readers have already
asked if it’s a “Ukrainian Chicken Farm moment” – the absolute top of the corporate cycle, named for
the said poultry farm that launched a massively oversubscribed bond deal at an insane price, just days
before SARs and Bird Flu caused it to shut with uninsured losses – but that is a story for another day…)

Energy is the other talking point – massive spikes in European Gas as we wonder where it’s going to
come from. European nations are all eyeing each other – nervous the rest might cut a deal with the
Kremlin to secure their own supplies.

It also confirms the critical effect of Geopolitics – and it confirms a massive tectonic shift has occurred
as the world splits into new plates with their attendant conflict zones.

Putin is aware reproachment with the West will be a long-term play – and he won’t be counting
on it happening soon. He’s pivoting (what a great word) to Asia – setting up Gas, Energy and
Food deals with China.
China is happy to continue building its co-prosperity sphere in Asia. The more Russia and Europe
can distract the US, the happier Xi will be.
The “West”, including our outposts in Japan and Oz will be wondering where they should stand.
The pundits expect Trump or a Trump Clone to lead the US into isolationism in 2025.
Europe will remain a tired, broke little grab-bag of ill-assorted nations pretending the like each
other, at the end of very long supply chains dependent on what Russian Energy they can beg,
borrow or steal.. (Steal in this context being breaking the climate change agenda to re-invest in
Energy Security by opening coal, oil and gas facilities – prompting fury from climate activists who
will accuse governments of stealing from future generations.)

That leaves Africa and South America up for play – the Chinese have learnt their debt lesson and will
be loath to rely on further soft-power through lending. They may get… “outward bound”… As resources
dip, populations rise, and climate change fries Africa the refugee crisis will further destabilise Europe.

I’m sorry if it sounds like a Game of Risk – but it’s beginning to look that way..
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The major risk for markets is just how destabilising the Ukraine invasion becomes. Food and Energy
insecurity, and all the other as-yet-still-unresolved issues like auto supply chains, chips and goods will
remain disrupted, further fuelling inflation, and slowing growth.

If your warning signals are not flashing recession and inflation = Stagflation… then reset them. It looks
a very high probability.

Meanwhile..  I suspect there is a fifth column at work.

Yesterday, I put out a snap reaction comment yesterday on the potential market consequences
stemming from the West’s limited available responses to Putin. I said we needed a rethink on defence
spending and NATO, and accused Putin of becoming little better than the fascists his country claims to
despise.

A few hours later I a flood of emails from folk I’ve never heard of hit my email. All ex-US Servicemen,
and all very similar to this:

In which branch of the British Armed Services did you serve? Or, are you just the typical Chickenhawk 
who wants other people / other people’s children to come home physically and / or mentally wrecked, 
or even worse, in a body bag? And all just to increase some bank’s quarterly earnings report. 

 Sincerely,

 Gregg Armstrong

former United States Marine

I’ve spotted similar comments on Zerohedge and other news sites. They are all very similar… and not
terribly subtle.

The intention behind them is to Twist the Narrative and Change the Agenda – shift the focus from
Russia’s hostile invasion of another nation, to make the Narrative about evil Capitalism and banks
fighting to maintain their wealth. Gosh.. who might that suit? Herr Goebels would be delighted his
lessons have been learnt so well. Suddenly I am the guilty banking aggressor rather than Russia
murdering Ukrainian civilians? Really…

Propaganda used to be who holds the printing presses, the radio stations then the telly, and now – He
Who Holds the Narrative Wins the Hearts and Minds.

Either the US Military has a problem and hasn’t explained to its troops what they fight for – or far more
likely there is a false-flag fake-news operation underway to undermine anyone who criticises Russia’s
actions.

Here in UK I am on the periphery of a Military Charity, Help for Heroes – some of you donated last year
to a sponsored event I did. I’ve talked to British soldiers and sailors. They are all heroes. They may not
like or understand why they went or what good they did in ‘Ghan or Iraq – but they understand their
job:  Democracy, Freedom, Queen and Country and defending our very British right to a decent cup of
tea. (Which really isn’t an option here in Dubai-ski..) If their grandfathers hadn’t done it 80 years ago –
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we’d be speaking German or Russian today.

Don’t fall for the fake-news and deflection.. .

Five things to wreck your weekend. 

Bberg – Ukraine’s Crisis will not stay in Ukraine

FT – The Corporate Fallout from Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine

WSJ – SEC Probes Tesla Trades By Elon Musk and His Brother

Thunder – Roman Abramovich monitored for corruption

Garuriad – Kyiv furious as EU refuses to ban Russia from SWIFT

Out of time, off to the day job.. and have a great weekend.

Bill Blain

Strategist – Shard Capital
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https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2022-02-24/putin-s-ukraine-invasion-will-spread-to-europe-china-cyber?srnd=opinion
https://www.ft.com/content/be468d75-a085-462d-99c8-359abe8a4ae6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/sec-probes-trading-by-elon-musk-and-brother-in-wake-of-tesla-ceos-sales-11645730528?mod=markets_lead_pos4
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/mp-calls-for-roman-abramovich-to-be-stripped-of-chelsea-ownership-39b2qq37t
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/feb/24/kyiv-furious-as-eu-wavers-on-banning-russia-from-swift-payment-system

